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PREFACE
This is a collection of working hypotheses that I have arrived at through discussion, scholastic experience, and various readings. These are personal definitions that I have chosen to operate under while creating work. I have provided these as context in regards to the development of my thesis:
Theory of Jewelry: Jewelry is any object that interacts with the body. It does not have to be recognizably wearable or functional. An object is jewelry. The beauty and concept of jewelry lies in its activation by the human body. It may be the concept is only achievable through performance with objects, but their idle display should continue on the trajectory of the concept.
Theory of Concept: At the core of every concept is personal experience, no matter how minute.
Most concepts come from asking questions about our particular experiences. The physical artwork attempts to answer those questions or find a truth. While I believe that my specific body of work is derived from my personal situation, I believe it is relatable through the human experience.
Theory of Environment: "...in a work of installation art, the space, and the ensemble of elements within it, are regarded in their entirety as a singular entity. Installation art creates a situation into which the viewer physically enters, and insists that you regard this as a singular totality."0 F 1 (Bishop, pg6) 
ARTIST STATEMENT
METHOD
My work is project oriented. Each object or piece is made with a larger function in mind. The individual objects can function alone, but their concept is more complete when seen within the context of the installation.
THE NARRATIVES
Autobiographical Narrative:
The basis of my thesis work is derived from a relationship experience with one of my best friends.
I made a decision hoping to save our friendship, but it altered the course of our relationship, and destroyed it. For the longest time I regretted my decision, and tried to make amends. I held on to the idea that if I only made a different decision, the two of us would be happily together. Years later, I had the opportunity to have a relationship with him. I took the chance because I blamed myself for missing out previously.
Unfortunately, the relationship was not healthy for either of us. Maybe it was guilt, but I continued to believe I could fix the relationship.
This body of work is intended to recreate my perspective of the relationship. All content is taken from memory of actual events, and dreams, highlighting the ridiculousness of specific situations.
Development of the Fable:
Through the process of character development and storytelling I am isolating the frustrating experiences to point out key moments to facilitate character action and outcome. Since this project stems from memories, feelings, and dreams, it is nearly impossible to recreate with unbiased exactness. That being said, I still believe a moral or personal lesson can be extracted from the situation. I will be playing the workhorse, specifically the Clydesdale. I will be wearing a horse bit and Clydesdale hooves during the performance. The selection of the Clydesdale is based off of a dream; wherein I was desperately trying to impress my partner. My efforts went unnoticed causing all of the hair to fall out of my head and start growing out of my lower legs. I had grown hooves, and from the knee down was a Clydesdale horse. The workhorse symbolizes the load bearer of the relationship. Human approval is a tool used to train a horse to work. Through performance and object adornment I will relive specific scenarios, activating the space and completing the story line within the environment. It is through frustration and realization of self-worth that I will shed the role of the workhorse.
THE HOUSE
While researching on gender and space an article about miniatures artist Frances Glessner Lee inspired me.
She created dollhouses with an impressive attention to detail. Through her work she determined that a space often reveals key details about a relationship or situation. She eventually began holding her own conference called The Nutshell Studies of Unexplained Death to instruct police investigators on effective ways to analyze environments when trying to solve crimes or develop profiles for criminals.1 F 2 I created my own version of a Nutshell Study-a life-size installation reflecting the domestic space of a failed romantic relationship. In each space marked on the mirror in the boudoir, I have recreated the events and feelings in hopes of finding understanding and closure.
The house consists of the rooms on the first floor, because that is where I spent my time. There is a set of stairs in the house that turn into plexiglass and "disappear" the higher up they get. This is to illustrate that the relationship did not progress. My significant other did not have a phone. In order to reach him, my calls and messages would go through his computer making it very difficult to get ahold of him. When we were together, we would go to John's Grocery Store and purchase a twenty-four pack of Tecate to enjoy on his days off.
One afternoon, I sent him a message asking if he would like to come over to cook dinner and watch a movie together. He replied he was too busy. He was going to be washing dishes the entire night. I replied it never took anyone an entire night to wash dishes, but he insisted it would. I made dinner anyway hoping he would change his mind. Eventually, I devoured my half of the meal and fell into a frustrated sleep. In my dream the two of us were standing in his kitchen. I was telling him how dumb it was that he would rather do dishes than spend time with me. As soon as I said this, a commotion began in the dishwater. Nervously, we peered into the sink to discover the dishes had grown mouths. They were splashing about, licking themselves clean, just like cats.
In the kitchen of my installation, there is a photo-lithograph of a telephone hanging inside the wall. It is only visually accessible through sheer wallpaper. This demonstrates the frustration of not being able to communicate with someone. In the kitchen cabinet are clocks with Tecate foil stamped on the face to represent time and memories lost due to alcohol. In the kitchen sink the plates have grown mouths with pink-flocked tongues. They are attempting to clean themselves. The plates look as though they are surrounded by soap bubbles. If the viewer lifts a plate out of the sink, the bubbles actually serve as a necklace and the dinner plates can be worn as a pendant. This is a nod to jewelry humor, several colleagues have caught me trying to wear random objects as jewelry. In my department it's relatively normal to attempt to affix any object to the body, but for others it's a potentially strange and funny concept.
The living room consisted of five sofas, a recliner, and my significant other's desktop computer.
He had arranged all of the furniture in the shape of a horseshoe facing the television. This arrangement was indicative of how the relationship would play out. There was no space for uninterrupted conversation. Hanging on the wall in my installation there is a brass powder-coated horse bit. There is pile on the floor of tiny CNC laser-cut couches representing many nights of uncomfortable sleep. There is also a recliner, and a hollowed out computer monitor filled with plaster casts of antique porcelain doll heads.
Buried in the plaster dolls is the brass valentine. This piece points to infidelity through the use of social media and dating applications.
The bathroom is the only private space in the house. This also happens to be the location of some of my best memories with this person. Every month he and I would set aside a night to cut his hair, spend time together and watch movies while the hair clipper charged.
In the bathroom of the installation, there are objects for grooming horses, as well as a special keepsake box. Through the bathroom shower the actor and the viewer can enter the boudoir, which offers a removed setting for reflection. The boudoir is significant in that many times the workhorse blind themselves with the few good moments they have with someone to purposefully protect ourselves from the reality of the relationship. The boudoir acts as a sobering point. It is removed enough to facilitate a break in behavior patterns for the workhorse, so it can meditate on feelings and thoughts to make pivotal decisions.
"The boudoir is a space notorious for its sexual connotations, but is intended to function as a feminine space of reflection."2 F 3 The decision to create this type of space is significant because not only does it acknowledge sexuality, but it goes beyond sexuality as a space invoking feeling and thought. A space that does not discredit or invalidate any thoughts or emotions about the relationship, it allows the thoughts to simply exist. In reality, the boudoir is considered a very private location, but in the context of my thesis, the space is enclosed with sheer curtains. Highlighting the public and private aspects of a relationship, the sheerness of the curtains signifies complete lack of privacy. On the vanity within the boudoir are objects that attempt to create the sensations of affectionate touch in a synthetic manner. These objects have been created to replicate affectionate touch to facilitate a break in patterned behavior, since it was purposefully denied to the workhorse as a tactic of manipulation. In the mirror of the vanity there is a lithographic blueprint submerged in encaustic wax marking different memories throughout the house where the relationship failed to be affectionate or affection was purposefully denied to the romantic partner. This space was created to allow for reflection and decision-making, as well as temporary emotional healing.
THE PERFORMANCE
Here is a brief breakdown of the actions that will unite the spaces and events discussed above through establishment of a storyline by the workhorse.
1. The workhorse enters the gallery and the house as a Clydesdale.
2. Once inside the house, the workhorse walks through the kitchen, to the living room and puts on the horse bit.
3. The workhorse looks around the living room and retreats to the kitchen to wash the dishes, but is surprised to find that they do not need to be washed. 4. After surveying the kitchen, the workhorse walks back into the living room and begins to dig through the computer monitor full of plaster cast doll heads to find the brass valentine.
5.
Once the brass valentine has been found, it is placed assertively on the recliner. 6. Satisfied, the workhorse goes to sleep in the living room on a pile of tiny couches, effectively crushing them all.
7. Frustrated and embarrassed on the pile of broken couches, the workhorse goes into the bathroom.
In the bathroom the horse starts to groom itself with the curry-comb and cut a few locks of hair.
Deciding one is good enough the horse ties the ends with a ribbon and places it in the keepsake box. Effectively declaring the end of the relationship. 8. The workhorse takes the box to the living room and sets it on the recliner, returning to the bathroom. 9. In the bathroom, the workhorse pauses to look in the mirror. The horse turns towards the shower and steps into the shower and through the wall into the boudoir.
10. Once in the boudoir, the workhorse looks in the mirror and acknowledges all of the events throughout the house. The horse removes the bit and begins to brush itself with the synthetic affection brushes. 11. After a time of reflection, the workhorse leaves the boudoir. Once in the bathroom it removes its hooves and exits the house.
CONCLUSION
The ability to look objectively at a personal situation is incredibly difficult. Through installation and performance that isolates events within the gallery, the viewer and the workhorse obtain a more objective viewpoint. This facilitates their ability to follow through with an empowering decision. I believe I have only begun to understand the significance and power of performance within space. I intend to continue an investigation into installation art and performance to discuss concepts. 
